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Abstract. It is widely believed that predation moderates interspecific competition and promotes prey diversity. Still, in models of two prey sharing a resource and a predator, predator-mediated coexistence occurs only over narrow ranges of resource productivity. These models have so far ignored the widespread feature of ontogenetic diet shifts in predators. Here, we theoretically explore the consequences of a diet shift from juvenile to adult predator stages for coexistence of two competing prey. We find that only very minor deviations from perfectly identical diets in juveniles and adults destroy the “traditional” mechanism of predator-mediated coexistence, which requires an intrinsic trade-off between prey defendedness and competitive ability. Instead, predator population structure can create an “emergent” competition–predation trade-off between prey, where a bottleneck in one predator stage enhances predation on the superior competitor and relaxes predation on the inferior competitor, irrespective of the latter’s intrinsic defendedness. Pronounced diet shifts therefore greatly enlarge the range of prey coexistence along a resource gradient. With diet shifts, however, coexistence usually occurs as one of two alternative states and, once lost, may not be easily restored.
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INTRODUCTION

It is widely believed that the role of interspecific competition in structuring ecological communities decreases with the intensity of physical stress and mortality (Paine 1966, Grime 1973, Lubchenco 1978). This idea is deeply engrained in influential ecological concepts such as intermediate disturbance and predator-mediated coexistence (Levins and Culver 1971, Caswell 1978, Connell 1978). To promote long-term persistence of competitors, all of these concepts require, however, additional niche opportunities such as trade-offs between competitive ability and the abilities to withstand or counter stress and mortality (Chesson and Huntly 1997). On physiological grounds, trade-offs between competitive ability and, e.g., vulnerability to predators or pathogens are indeed expected to be common (e.g., Herms and Mattson 1992).

The empirical evidence for a prevalence of trade-offs between the abilities to compete and to withstand natural enemies is nevertheless rather mixed (Koricheva 2002, Viola et al. 2010). Moreover, such trade-offs alone are insufficient to promote substantial within-guild diversity (Chase et al. 2002, Chesson and Kuang 2008). For example, theoretical investigations of the smallest food web combining resource competition with shared predation, the “diamond web” (consisting of two prey sharing a limiting resource and a predator) demonstrate that, unless one competitor is completely invulnerable, coexistence occurs only under fairly limited environmental conditions (Holt et al. 1994, Grover 1995, Leibold 1996). Typically, the superior resource competitor prevails at low resource productivity and the less vulnerable competitor at high productivity, while coexistence or priority effects may occur at intermediate productivity (Grover and Holt 1998). Stochastic extinctions during transient or unstable dynamics may further limit coexistence (Noonburg and Abrams 2005).

If intrinsic trade-offs between traits conferring competitive dominance vs. resistance to predation are neither universally found nor sufficient to explain widespread persistence of diverse guilds of competitors, which other mechanisms are then responsible for the frequent observation of positive impacts of predators on prey diversity (Paine 1966, Lubchenco 1978, Olff and Ritchie 1998, Worm et al. 2002)? While switching behavior in predators provides a potentially powerful mechanism promoting coexistence of competing prey (Hutson 1984), we focus here on another, truly fundamental, property of most consumers. Individual growth and development, ontogenetic diet shifts, and
population size structure are ubiquitous properties of most species; consequently, many consumers exhibit pronounced shifts in resource use during ontogeny (Werner and Gilliam 1984, Werner 1988, Rudolf and Lafferty 2011). In this paper, we therefore explore whether these features provide a mechanism that can prevent competitive exclusion among their prey. We do so by introducing an ontogenetic diet shift between the juvenile and adult stages of the shared predator into a model of the diamond food web (Fig. 1). Such a scenario commonly occurs wherever different consumer stages live in the same habitat. Examples include copepods shifting their optimal phytoplankton prey size during successive stages (Gismervik 2005), spiders feeding on different sized nectar-feeding hymenopteran and dipteran species with increasing body size (Turner 1979), larval and adult diving beetles feeding on different dipteran and ephemeropteran pond species (Klecka and Boukal 2012), gobiid fish shifting from meiobenthic to macrobenthic prey during ontogeny (Jackson et al. 2004), and juvenile and adult lizards feeding on differently sized ant species (Lahti and Beck 2008).

In most organisms, individual growth and development are strongly food dependent. This food dependence generates, in turn, population dynamics that typically differ quite remarkably from the vast majority of models ignoring this perhaps most basic property of life (de Roos et al. 2003, 2008a). For example, feedbacks between stages can lead to counterruitive population patterns such as biomass accumulating in the most food limited stage (de Roos et al. 2007). So far, theoretical studies of ontogenetic diet shifts in predators have only assumed non-interacting prey (Schreiber and Rudolf 2008, Schellekens et al. 2010). The question how individual development, ontogenetic diet shifts, and population structure in shared predators affect the persistence of competing prey remains, therefore, unexplored.

In the absence of an ontogenetic diet shift in the shared predator, our analyses retrieve the “classical” result that coexistence of all members of the diamond food web is possible over very limited ranges of the parameter space and requires an intrinsic competition-predation trade-off. The latter enables prey coexistence over an increasingly larger range of resource productivities the more pronounced the predator’s diet shift. Our results, therefore, suggest that predator-mediated coexistence is a relatively uncommon outcome in the absence of predator stage structure, while ontogenetic diet shifts can promote the maintenance of prey diversity. The coexistence state with a diet shifter is, however, only one of two alternative states and, once lost, may not be easily restored.

**METHODS**

**Model structure**

We explore the dynamics of the diamond web (Fig. 1) using a biomass-based model formulation that accounts for food dependence in both reproduction and individual growth/maturation of the top consumer (de Roos et al. 2008b). Model equations and parameter values are given in Tables 1 and 2. The default parameter values are representative of a nutrient-limited plankton system with unicellular producers (phytoplankton) and a stage-structured herbivore (a copepod) and follow allometric scaling of mass-specific rates as derived for invertebrates by de Roos and Persson (2013). Scaling arguments as provided in de Roos et al. (2008b) as well as our own numerical analyses indicate, however, that the results are very robust to changes in parameters, and we are confident that our results extend to other systems and allow general conclusions.

The resource at the base of the web (R) is assumed to be nitrogen. Biomass densities of all species are therefore measured in units of nutrient (mg N/L) and all rates are scaled accordingly. To keep the model directly applicable to systems where state variables are expressed in
carbon biomass, we assume that losses from excretion, respiration, and mortality are not recycled to the inorganic nutrient pool. Results do, however, not depend on this assumption (see Discussion). Nutrients enter the system from outside with concentration $R_{\text{max}}$ at rate $l$, are washed out at the same rate, and are consumed by primary producers $P_1$ and $P_2$, following linear functional responses with clearance rates $a_{P1R}$ and $a_{P2R}$, and lose biomass through density-independent mortality and respiration at rate $m_{P1}$ and through consumption by herbivores. Parameters were chosen such that $P_1$ is the superior resource competitor ($a_{P1R} > a_{P2R}$, $e_{P1R} = e_{P2R}$, and $m_{P1} = m_{P2}$).

Both consumer stages feed on primary producers following linear functional responses and convert this food into biomass with efficiency $\sigma$. Net-biomass production by juvenile and adult consumers, indicated as $\nu_j$ and $\nu_A$, respectively, equal the difference between this biomass production and the maintenance rate $T$. Note that all rates are mass specific. Hence juveniles and adults do not differ in their mass specific rates, but do so on an individual basis dependent on body size (Schelkens et al. 2010; see Appendix A).

Table 1. Dynamical equations of the standard (symmetrical niche) model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamical equations and functions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(T1.1) $\frac{dR}{dt} = l(R_{\text{max}} - R) - a_{P1R}P_1 - a_{P2R}P_2$</td>
<td>dynamics of resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T1.2) $\frac{dP_1}{dt} = e_{P1R}P_1 - (1 - q_c)a_{CP1}P_1J - q_Ca_{CP1}P_1A - m_{P1}P_1$</td>
<td>dynamics of superior resource competitor ($P_1$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T1.3) $\frac{dP_2}{dt} = e_{P2R}P_2 - q_Ca_{CP2}P_2J - (1 - q_c)a_{CP2}P_2A - m_{P2}P_2$</td>
<td>dynamics of inferior resource competitor ($P_2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T1.4) $\frac{dJ}{dt} = y_A^\alpha(P_1, P_2)A + v_J(P_1, P_2)J - y(J^\alpha(P_1, P_2))J - m_{cJ}$</td>
<td>dynamics of juvenile consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T1.5) $\frac{dA}{dt} = y(J^\alpha(P_1, P_2))J + v_A(P_1, P_2)A - y_A^\alpha(P_1, P_2)A - m_{cA}$</td>
<td>dynamics of adult consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T1.6) $\nu_j(P_1, P_2) = \sigma((1 - q_c)a_{CP1}P_1 + q_Ca_{CP2}P_2) - T$</td>
<td>net biomass production of juveniles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T1.7) $\nu_A(P_1, P_2) = \sigma(q_Ca_{CP1}P_1 + (1 - q_c)a_{CP2}P_2) - T$</td>
<td>net biomass production of adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T1.8) $y(J^\alpha(P_1, P_2)) = \begin{cases} \frac{v_J(P_1, P_2) - m_{cJ}}{1 - z(1 - m_{cJ}/(P_1, P_2))} &amp; \text{if } v_J &gt; 0 \ 0 &amp; \text{if } v_J \leq 0 \end{cases}$</td>
<td>maturation rate of juvenile into adult biomass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T1.9) $y_A^\alpha(P_1, P_2) = \begin{cases} v_A &amp; \text{if } v_A \geq 0 \ 0 &amp; \text{if } v_A &lt; 0 \end{cases}$</td>
<td>production rate of biomass of newborns by adults</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: State variables and parameters are defined in Table 2.

Table 2. State variables and parameters of the standard (symmetrical niche) model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables and parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>mg N/L</td>
<td></td>
<td>biomass density of juvenile consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>mg N/L</td>
<td></td>
<td>biomass density of adult consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_1$</td>
<td>mg N/L</td>
<td></td>
<td>biomass density of producer 1 (superior resource competitor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_2$</td>
<td>mg N/L</td>
<td></td>
<td>biomass density of producer 2 (inferior resource competitor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>mg N/L</td>
<td></td>
<td>density of shared resource (assumed to be nitrogen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>0–0.6</td>
<td>mg N/L</td>
<td>maximum resource density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>maintenance rate of juvenile and adult consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>nutrient renewal rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>mg N/mg N</td>
<td>ratio of newborn to adult body mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{cJ}$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>mortality rate of consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_c$</td>
<td>0–1</td>
<td>dimensionless</td>
<td>relative foraging efficiency of adults on $P_1$ and of juveniles on $P_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>mg N/mg N</td>
<td>conversion efficiency of producer into consumer biomass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{CP1}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>L$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>clearance rate of consumer for $P_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{CP2}$</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>L$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>clearance rate of consumer for $P_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{CP1}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>mg N/mg N</td>
<td>conversion efficiency of $P_1$ for $R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{CP2}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>mg N/mg N</td>
<td>conversion efficiency of $P_2$ for $R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{P1R}$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>L$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>clearance rate of $P_1$ for $R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{P2R}$</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>L$^{-1}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>clearance rate of $P_2$ for $R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{P1}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>mortality plus maintenance rate of $P_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{P2}$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>d$^{-1}$</td>
<td>mortality plus maintenance rate of $P_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Juveniles grow in body size at mass-specific rate $v_J$ only if their net biomass production is positive ($v_J$ refers to the value of $v_J$ if the latter is positive and equals 0 under starvation conditions when $v_J < 0$). Juveniles mature to the adult stage at mass-specific rate $y(v_J)$ (de Roos et al. 2008b), which equals 0 when net production is negative. Adults do not grow individually. They invest all net production $v_A$ into reproduction, but do not reproduce when starving ($v_A < 0$). Hence, total biomass of juveniles increases through birth ($v_J A$) and somatic growth ($v_J J$) and decreases through maturation to the adult stage $[y(v_J) J]$ and mortality. Total biomass of adults increases through maturation of juveniles and decreases through mortality. The density-independent mortality rate $m_C$ is assumed to be equal for both stages. Juveniles and adults experience an increase in mortality rate of $-v_J$ and $-v_A$, respectively, under starvation conditions when their net production is negative (de Roos et al. 2008b).

The maturation rate $y(v_J)$ depends on juvenile net production and mortality and on the ratio of newborn to adult body mass $z$. This function translates the maturation rate of an individual based, size-structured model at equilibrium into a food-dependent, population-level, maturation rate of a corresponding stage-structured model. The stage-structured model therefore has a rigorous individual basis and its dynamics fully capture the equilibrium behavior of the underlying size-structured model (de Roos et al. 2008b) that is described in Appendix A.

A predator’s functional response is the product of three components: (1) prey biomass density, (2) a prey-specific clearance rate $a_{CP1}$, which may be negatively correlated with $a_{PR}$ to represent an intrinsic competition–predation trade-off, and (3) a predator-specific component ($q_C$ or $1 - q_C$) that models an ontogenetic trade-off in the foraging efficiencies of juvenile vs. adult consumers. The factor $q_C$ takes on values between 0 and 1. We focus on a “symmetrical niche” model, assuming a linear, symmetrical trade-off such that juveniles forage on $P_1$ and $P_2$ with efficiency $(1 - q_C)$ and $q_C$, respectively, whereas adults forage on $P_1$ and $P_2$ with the reversed efficiencies. Therefore $q_C$ determines the degree of niche shift between the two stages. When $q_C = 0$ or 1, the niche shift is complete (juveniles and adults have exclusive resources), whereas there is no niche shift at all when $q_C = 0.5$. In the latter case the dynamics of total consumer biomass (obtained by summing the equations for juveniles and adults) are given by

$$
\frac{d(J + A)}{dt} = \left( \sigma (0.5 \times a_{CP1} P_1 + 0.5 \times a_{CP2} P_2) - T \right) \\
\times (J + A) - m_C (J + A)
$$

which retrieves the limiting case of an unstructured consumer population (i.e., the classical diamond web). Parameters were chosen such that the inferior resource competitor $P_2$ is intrinsically less vulnerable to predation from a non-niche-shifting consumer than $P_1$ ($a_{CP2} < a_{CP1}$).

**Model analyses**

We numerically investigated the influence of the degree of ontogenetic diet shift in the top consumer on equilibrium dynamics of the diamond web by systematically varying the parameter $q_C$ for various levels of resource enrichment $R_{max}$. Our model formulation with linear functional responses, stage-independent biomass-specific rates, and a linear trade-off between the prey-specific foraging efficiencies of the two consumer stages enabled us to clearly separate effects of niche shifts and stage structure from potentially confounding effects of saturating functional responses and stage-specific consumer traits.

Strictly, a stage-structured biomass model captures the dynamics of the underlying size-structured population model only under equilibrium conditions (de Roos et al. 2008b). For a subset of the parameter space we therefore numerically explored how accurately the results for the stage-structured biomass model capture the dynamics of a corresponding, fully size-structured population model (described in Appendix A). For the stage-structured biomass model, we used Matcont 2.4 (Dhooge et al. 2003), a software package usable within Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA), to compute model equilibria and their stability and analyzed non-equilibrium dynamics using numerical simulations. The dynamics of the fully size-structured population model were analyzed using numerical methods specifically developed for this class of population dynamic models (de Roos et al. 1992).

**RESULTS**

**Overview**

The system can attain five possible community states: the resource alone, or the resource with the superior competitor ($P_1$), with $P_1$ and the consumer ($P_1-C$), with both prey and the consumer (Coex), and with $P_2$ and the consumer ($P_2-C$). Fig. 2 summarizes for the symmetrical niche model how these community states depend on enrichment ($R_{max}$) and the degree of niche shift in the consumer ($q_C$). The figure is representative for any parameter choice that assumes an intrinsic competition–predation trade-off in the two prey species (Tables 1 and 2).

Transitions between community states may occur at the threshold lines labeled $I_{P1}$, $I_{C}$, $I_{P2}$, $Co$, and $E_{P1}$, respectively (Fig. 2). $I_{P1}$ is the minimum enrichment level needed for $P_1$ to invade a system with only the resource. $I_{C}$ is the threshold at which the consumer can invade a $P_1$ equilibrium, and $I_{P2}$ is the threshold for invasion of $P_2$ into a $P_1$–consumer system (resulting in either two-prey–consumer coexistence or replacing the $P_1$–consumer equilibrium with a $P_2$–consumer equilibrium). $Co$ labels the minimal enrichment level for which coexistence of both prey species and the consumer is possible,
and $E_{P_1}$ labels the extinction threshold of $P_1$ from a two-prey–consumer system.

Compared to the unstructured case ($q_C = 0.5$), niche shifts in the consumer change the competition–predation balance for the prey species through shifts in food dependent recruitment between consumer stages. For a clearer understanding of how different system states and transitions between them depend on enrichment and the degree of niche shift between juvenile and adult consumers, we explore transects through the $R_{\text{max}}$–$q_C$ plane (Fig. 2) along (1) the $R_{\text{max}}$ axis and (2) the $q_C$ axis. Note the approximate symmetry of the state transition boundaries (Fig. 2). This symmetry arises because the total effects of a niche-shifting consumer (juveniles plus adults) on lower trophic levels depend primarily on the degree of niche shift (the deviation from $q_C = 0.5$ in either direction), whereas the absolute value of $q_C$ primarily determines the population structure of the consumer. Lower trophic levels will therefore respond roughly similarly to consumers with a $q_C$ of, e.g., 0.2 and 0.8, while consumer population structure will show contrasting patterns. Although the symmetry is not perfect, it is therefore sufficient to illustrate enrichment effects in only one half of Fig. 2 ($0 \leq q_C \leq 0.5$; but see Appendix A).

**Enrichment patterns for different degrees of niche shift $q_C$**

We first review the well-known case of a non-niche-shifting consumer ($q_C = 0.5$, Fig. 3A), which recovers the classical diamond food web (Holt et al. 1994, Leibold 1996). At the lowest enrichment levels no species can persist in the system and (unused) resource concentrations are equal to $R_{\text{max}}$. At $I_{P_1}$, resource levels become high enough for the superior competitor $P_1$ to establish. As the consumer is absent, this threshold is independent of $q_C$ (Fig. 2). With further enrichment $P_1$ increases (and controls the resource at a constant level) until it reaches a sufficient level for the consumer to invade. This occurs at $I_{C_1}$ where the $P_1$ state is replaced by a $P_1$–consumer state. Now $P_1$ is controlled by the consumer and only the consumer and the resource increase with further enrichment. When the resource has increased sufficiently, the inferior but less vulnerable competitor $P_2$ can invade and the $P_1$–consumer state is replaced by the coexistence state. The corresponding threshold is labeled $I_{P_2}/C_2$, as the threshold for invasion of $P_2$ ($I_{P_2}$) coincides with the threshold for coexistence (Co) at $q_C = 0.5$ (but not for most other values of $q_C$). Within the coexistence state resource and consumer biomasses remain constant with further enrichment, while the superior competitor $P_1$ decreases and the less vulnerable competitor $P_2$
increases. With sufficient enrichment (threshold $E_{P_1}$) $P_1$ goes extinct and coexistence is replaced by a $P_2$–consumer state. Hence, for $q_C = 0.5$ there is a continuous sequence of unique stable states along an enrichment gradient ($P_1 \rightarrow P_1 - C \rightarrow$ coexistence $\rightarrow P_2 - C$). This continuous sequence remains qualitatively the same only within a very narrow range around $q_C = 0.5$ where the $Co$ and $I_{P_2}$ lines coincide (Fig. 2).

With only a minor degree of niche shift in the consumer this pattern breaks down and alternative states become possible in increasingly larger regions of parameter space. For $q_C = 0.45$ the same five community states occur as in the unstructured case, but not in a continuous sequence. Instead, at intermediate enrichment levels we find bistability between the $P_1$-consumer state and either the coexistence state (between $Co$ and $I_{P_2}$) or the $P_2$-consumer state (between $E_{P_1}$ and $I_{P_2}$; Fig. 3B). The coexistence threshold ($Co$) and the minimum threshold for successful invasion of $P_2$ ($I_{P_2}$) no longer coincide, and both the coexistence threshold ($Co$) and the threshold for extinction of $P_1$ from a coexistence state ($E_{P_1}$) now occur at lower enrichment levels than $I_{P_2}$. Bistability is accompanied by the appearance of an unstable (saddle) equilibrium (dashed line in Fig. 3B) between alternative stable states. Similar to the unstructured case, $P_1$ will outcompete $P_2$ at low enrichment levels (below $Co$), whereas $P_2$ will outcompete $P_1$ at high enrichment levels (above $I_{P_2}$). Over intermediate ranges of enrichment, smooth transitions are, however, only possible between stable states with $P_2$ present, but not between stable states with $P_2$ present in one and absent in the other state. Alternative states are, in turn, stabilized by contrasting consumer population structure, with $P_1$-dominated states being associated with high biomass of the stage preferentially feeding on $P_2$ (adults in Fig. 3B), and $P_2$-dominated states with high biomass.
of the stage preferentially feeding on \( P_1 \) (juveniles in Fig. 3B). As a consequence, a competition–predation trade-off and hence coexistence only occurs when \( P_2 \) is dominant over \( P_1 \), which also explains why a smooth transition between a state without \( P_2 \) to a coexistence state with (low biomass of) \( P_2 \) is impossible.

With stronger niche shifts in the consumer (e.g., \( q_C = 0.3 \)), all of the patterns described for \( q_C = 0.45 \) become more accentuated. In particular, the enrichment threshold \( I_{0.5} \) for invasion of \( P_2 \) into a \( P_1 \)-consumer system shifts to infinity (Fig. 2). Thus \( P_2 \) cannot invade a \( P_1 \)-consumer equilibrium from low density at any enrichment level (Fig. 3C). Instead, a \( P_1 \)-consumer equilibrium exists as an alternative stable state to either a \( P_2 \)-consumer equilibrium (at high enrichment) or a coexistence state (at intermediate enrichment; Fig. 3C). This coexistence region is considerably larger than the coexistence region in the unstructured case and becomes even larger with further diet specialization of the consumer stages (Fig. 2). Note that for most enrichment levels total consumer biomass is higher in the \( P_1 \)-consumer state than in both the coexistence and the \( P_2 \)-consumer states (Fig. 3C), suggesting that communities dominated by the inferior competitor \( P_2 \) channel energy less efficiently to the consumer than do communities with abundant \( P_1 \).

For \( q_C = 0 \) juvenile and adult diets do not overlap at all. The consumer then cannot persist in a system with only one prey (\( I_{E_2} \) and IC shift to infinity; Fig. 2). Hence the only possible states are a \( P_1 \)-only and a coexistence state, the latter again being dominated by \( P_2 \) (Fig. 3D). In coexistence all populations cycle with very small amplitude. At higher enrichment levels a second large amplitude cycle emerges around the first one. Importantly, compared to the unstructured case, the range of enrichment permitting coexistence is substantially enlarged, extending to infinite enrichment (Fig. 2). Losing an arbitrary community member from a coexistence state makes subsequent extinctions of other species inevitable, leaving a system with only one primary producer from which it is difficult to return to the coexistence state.

**Shifting mechanisms of predator-mediated coexistence with shifting diet specialization**

For very weak niche shifts (\( q_C \) near 0.5 in the symmetrical niche model), predator mediated coexistence is governed by the same mechanism as in the unstructured case; i.e., the inferior resource competitor balances its competitive disadvantage by being intrinsically better defended against both stages of the consumer. For most parameterizations this balance is only met over a narrow range of enrichment. Because the superior resource competitor \( P_1 \) always has a higher per capita growth rate than \( P_2 \), a competition–predation trade-off must also be responsible for coexistence at intermediate to complete niche shifts. This trade-off is, however, not defined a priori but emerges from changes in the consumer population structure. With the baseline parameterization, for example, the inferior competitor \( P_2 \) suffers from higher predation by adults than does \( P_1 \) for all \( q_C < 0.375 \), whereas \( P_1 \) remains more vulnerable to juvenile consumers. Conversely, at \( q_C > 0.625 \) \( P_2 \) suffers from higher predation by juveniles than does \( P_1 \). Thus, an “emergent” competition–predation trade-off arises for \( q_C < 0.375 \) if adult biomass is not too high relative to juvenile biomass, and for \( q_C > 0.625 \) if juvenile biomass is not too high. Accordingly, the coexistence state is always characterized by high juvenile and low adult consumer biomass at low \( q_C \) and by the opposite consumer population structure at high \( q_C \) (Fig. 4).

In the same vein, emergence of a consumer population structure that weakens the intrinsic competition–predation trade-off explains why an alternative \( P_1 \)-\( C \) state cannot be invaded by \( P_2 \) from low density. \( P_1 \)-\( C \) states are always dominated by the consumer stage (adults at \( q_C < 0.5 \), juveniles at \( q_C > 0.5 \)) that has a relatively higher feeding rate on the inferior competitor \( P_2 \) and a relatively lower feeding rate on the superior competitor \( P_1 \). Consequently, the intrinsic competition–predation trade-off is weakened (and disappears completely at values of \( q_C < 0.375 \) and \( q_C > 0.625 \), respectively), making the \( P_1 \)-\( C \) state non-invasive for \( P_2 \). Contrasting patterns of consumer population structure also characterize situations where \( P_1 \)-\( C \) and \( P_2 \)-\( C \) are the respective alternative states (at higher \( R_{\text{max}} \), see Fig. 4C, D).

Typically, in systems with non-interacting prey species, a niche-shifting consumer population tends to settle to one of two alternative coexistence states, which are dominated by either juvenile or adult biomass (de Roos et al. 2007, Schreiber and Rudolf 2008, Guill 2009, Schellekens et al. 2010). Because prey species compete, only one of these two coexistence states is possible in the diamond food web. This coexistence state is always characterized by strong predation pressure on the superior competitor \( P_1 \) and dominance of the inferior competitor \( P_2 \) over \( P_1 \). Therefore, the consumer stage relying more on \( P_1 \) is strongly food limited, and biomass transfer (through maturation or reproduction) from this stage to the next is low, whereas biomass transfer from the stage relying more on \( P_2 \) to the limited stage is high. Hence, consumer biomass accumulates in the food limited bottleneck stage feeding on \( P_1 \). This feedback between the two stages relaxes predation pressure on \( P_2 \), but enhances predation pressure on the superior competitor \( P_1 \), thus enabling coexistence.

The degree of niche shift not only influences consumer population structure but, as indicated above, feeds also back on the absolute biomasses of consumers, prey, and the resource. Generally, within a given equilibrium state total consumer biomass and the resource increase with decreasing niche shift (moving from extreme values of \( q_C \) toward \( q_C = 0.5 \)), while total prey biomass (\( P_1 + P_2 \)) decreases (Fig. 4). For most values of \( q_C \), total consumer biomass is higher in the \( P_1 \)-\( C \) state than in the
alternative coexistence or $P_2-C$ states. Prey biomass is always dominated by $P_2$ in coexistence states, and $P_1$ is always greatly reduced in a coexistence state compared to an alternative $P_1-C$ state (Fig. 4). The potential of a niche shift to enhance coexistence becomes most obvious at the lowest and highest levels of enrichment (Fig. 4A and D), where coexistence is possible for extreme to intermediate degrees of niche shift, but impossible near $q_c = 0.5$ (unstructured case). Thus, the predator facilitates itself by enabling prey coexistence in regions of the $R_{\text{max}}-q_c$ space (near $q_c = 0$ and 1) where it cannot establish in a one-prey system (Figs. 2, 4).

**Coexistence in absence of an intrinsic competition–predation trade-off**

The role of consumer niche shifts and the operation of the emergent competition–predation trade-off in mediating coexistence of resource competitors is nicely illustrated with a different model parameterization. When clearance rates for the two prey species are identical ($a_{CP1} = a_{CP2}$), the formerly assumed intrinsic competition–predation trade-off disappears. Coexistence is then impossible in the absence of a consumer niche shift (i.e., in the unstructured diamond web with $q_c = 0.5$) but is still fully feasible (as one of two alternative states) over increasingly larger ranges of enrichment toward more pronounced niche shifts (Fig. 5). Bistability between a $P_1$-consumer and a $P_2$-consumer state is also possible with moderately niche-shifting consumers, but the absence of an emergent competition–predation trade-off makes it impossible for $P_2$ to persist at weaker niche shifts, regardless of the level of enrichment (Fig. 5).

**Comparisons with the fully size-structured population model**

Analyses of the fully size-structured population model reveals similarities and differences to the stage-structured biomass model. We illustrate these with a representative numerical example along a transect of varying $q_c$ (Appendix A), but several other parameterizations yielded qualitatively similar results. Similar to

---

**Fig. 4.** Symmetrical niche model. Equilibrium biomasses (mg N/L) as a function of the niche-shift parameter $q_c$ for values of $R_{\text{max}}$ of (A) 0.25, (B) 0.30, (C) 0.35, and (D) 0.45. Rows display equilibrium biomasses of total consumers ($C^* = J^* + A^*$), juveniles ($J^*$), adults ($A^*$), primary producers $P_1^*$ and $P_2^*$, and resource ($R^*$). Different community states are color coded as in Fig. 3. For better visibility, invasion and extinction thresholds from Fig. 2 are not displayed. Note that the scales of the $y$-axes in panel D differ from panels A–C. Parameters are as in Table 2.
the stage-structured biomass model, the underlying size-structured population model predicts stable coexistence of all species when diet shifts are absent or weak, and cyclic behavior of the coexistence state for more pronounced diet shifts (Appendix A: Fig. A1). Predictions for the coexistence state match qualitatively and quantitatively very well between both model variants when juveniles forage more efficiently on the superior resource competitor \( P_1 (q_C < 0.5; \text{Appendix A: Fig. A1}) \). In contrast, congruence between model variants is more limited when adults forage more efficiently on \( P_1 (q_C > 0.5) \); most notably, coexistence does not occur in the size-structured population model when adults specialize almost completely on the superior resource competitor \( P_1 (q_C > 0.8; \text{Appendix A: Fig. A1}) \), which is likely a consequence of the appearance of pronounced cohort cycles during which adults temporarily disappear from the population, allowing \( P_1 \) to outcompete \( P_3 \).

The analyses of the fully size-structured model thus confirm that, compared to the unstructured case \( (q_C = 0.5) \), ontogenetic diet shifts enhance the parameter space allowing for coexistence, with the qualification that coexistence seems to be particularly favored when it is the juvenile consumer stage that is more specialized on the superior resource competitor.

**Discussion**

We have shown that an ontogenetic diet shift in a shared consumer can strongly promote coexistence of competing prey, the effect being the stronger the more pronounced the consumer’s diet shift. The underlying mechanism involves the development of a bottleneck stage in the consumer population, which increases predation pressure on the superior resource competitor while simultaneously relaxing predation pressure on the inferior resource competitor. Thus, while coexistence in the classical diamond food web requires an intrinsic competition–predation trade-off in the prey (Holt et al. 1994, Leibold 1996), this condition is not required when the consumer undergoes an ontogenetic diet shift. Instead, such a trade-off can emerge dynamically as a consequence of consumer population structure regardless of the traits of the prey species. Note, however, that the (realistic!) assumption of food dependence of both reproduction and individual growth and maturation (de Roos et al. 2007) is crucial for this feedback mechanism to become expressed.

Highlighting the generality of this mechanism, the results are robust against different parameter settings (Fig. 5 and data not included) and against different model assumptions. In addition to the symmetrical niche model, we also investigated an inclusive niche model, in which the two consumer stages are always fully specialized on opposite prey types and attack the alternative prey with efficiency \( q_C \). Hence, this case is identical to the symmetrical niche model at \( q_C = 0 \) (complete niche shift), whereas equality with the unstructured case (no niche shift) is reached at \( q_C = 1 \). Overall, this alternative model yields qualitatively similar results (see Appendix B). The same results are also obtained under the assumption of a closed system in which losses from excretion, respiration and mortality are immediately recycled to the inorganic nutrient pool (see Appendix C). However, results from the fully size-structured model variant of the diamond web suggest that stage identity may be important as diet specialization seems particularly likely to favor coexistence when it is the juvenile consumer stage that forages more on the superior resource competitor. Given the prevalence of ontogenetic shifts in resource use among many consumer species (Werner and Gilliam 1984, Werner 1988, Rudolf and Lafferty 2011) the reported phenomena should therefore be of high relevance to real food webs.

Our results suggest, furthermore, that the predictions derived for the case of an unstructured consumer may be applicable to only a limited set of natural systems. Just a slight ontogenetic niche shift in the consumer is required to introduce bistability and produce qualitatively different predictions. The resulting alternative stable states are a very general property of webs with stage-structured consumer populations, provided that both stages can potentially control their respective food source (Guill 2009, Nakazawa 2011), and are typically characterized by contrasting dominance patterns within the structured population (de Roos et al. 2007, Schreiber and Rudolf 2008, Guill 2009, Hin et al. 2011).

Independently of whether prey species compete or not, coexistence states are always governed by the same mechanism, i.e., high biomass of prey for one consumer stage leads to fast recruitment to and hence dominance by the other consumer stage (Schreiber and Rudolf 2008). The major difference between systems with and without an additional competitive link between prey species is that at most one of the alternative states allows for prey coexistence if the prey compete. A competition–predation trade-off emerges dynamically only if the consumer stage that preys most efficiently on the superior resource competitor is dominant. If the consumer stage preying most efficiently on the inferior resource competitor dominates, the latter is excluded. At extreme values of niche shift, however, exclusion of one prey also leads to the exclusion of the consumer itself. Hence the alternative state to coexistence is a depauperate community with only the superior resource competitor.

Our results share some commonalities with another simple food web that integrates competition and predation, i.e., the intraguild predation (IGP) web. Here, the intraguild predator simultaneously feeds on the intraguild prey and competes with it for the shared resource. Coexistence in an unstructured IGP web requires that the intraguild prey is the superior resource competitor, but coexistence is typically predicted over only a narrow range of intermediate enrichment levels (Holt and Polis 1997, Diehl and Feiibe 2000, Diehl 2003). The assumption that the intraguild predator
performs an ontogenetic diet shift between its two alternative prey yields similar results as in the diamond web. Specifically, the region of coexistence becomes enlarged with more pronounced diet shifts and extends toward infinite enrichment at extreme diet shifts (Hin et al. 2011).

Despite the potentially positive effect of pronounced ontogenetic diet shifts on prey coexistence our results also suggest that, once such a coexistence state is lost, it may not be easily restored. The sensitivity of highly specialized life stages to resource loss and its consequences for food web stability and resilience have recently been highlighted by Rudolf and Lafferty (2011), who cautioned that stage structure can reverse positive complexity—stability relationship into a negative one. Ecologists have become increasingly aware of the potential for alternative stable states in many real ecosystems (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003, Folke et al. 2004), including freshwater (Carpenter et al. 1999), marine (Hare and Mantua 2000), and terrestrial systems (Staver et al. 2011). The potential role of stage structure in the occurrence of regime shifts and the stabilization of alternative states has, however, so far received relatively little attention (de Roos and Persson 2002, Persson and de Roos 2003, Persson et al. 2007, Rudolf 2007, Schreiber and Rudolf 2008, Van Leeuwen et al. 2008, Schröder et al. 2012). Particularly in the context of overexploited fish stocks, there is strong evidence that feedbacks between different life stages may be responsible for the lack of recovery in spite of fishing moratoria (de Roos and Persson 2002, Huss et al. 2012).

Our results strengthen the importance of recognizing population structure with food-dependent transitions between size classes or stages as a critical dynamical component of natural communities. While feedbacks between predator stages and their prey species potentially enhance diversity, they also introduce the possibility of alternative states, and disturbances can lead to sudden shifts to depauperate communities. Future research should therefore investigate how diverse alternative community states can be maintained and restored. Two candidate mechanisms have recently been explored in the unstructured diamond food web. Seasonality of the environment can create temporal invasion windows (Klausmeier and Litchman 2012), while source–sink dynamics can locally maintain threatened populations in larger meta-communities (Amarasekare 2008). This calls for future investigations of the potential influence of these processes on local and regional persistence of stage-structured consumers and the communities they depend on.
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Appendix A
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